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President’s Message

This past year marked the tenth anniversary of

one of the most horrific events in the history of this

country, one which will be forever etched on the

minds and hearts of all Americans and others who

witnessed the devastation.  The attacks on the

World Trade Center and the Pentagon in

Washington D.C., as well as the lives lost in a

Pennsylvania field, taught us all how vulnerable we

are to these acts of destruction and how vigilant we

must continue to be in the future.  

In addition to the obvious lessons learned, our

organization, as collectors of workers compensation

insurance data, understood how important the

information gleaned from this event was, and how

it could be used to evaluate the effect on the

system of other such catastrophes, as well as what

the industry needed to do in order to survive these

acts of terrorism and similar such occurrences. 

Over the past ten years, the Board has

expanded its data capturing capabilities and this

past year, with the arrival of the Medical Data Call,

we have begun to analyze, in depth, the cost drivers

underlying the increasing cost of medical care in

the New York workers compensation system.  This

continuing rise in medical costs may help to explain,

in part, the need for the October 1, 2011 approved

average loss cost change of +9.1%.  This latest

increase also reflects the increasing indemnity

claim severity and the tempering of the downward

claim frequency which had offset the rising loss

trends for several years. 

The Board also continued, in 2011, to

expand communication with its membership,

allowing them to better manage, on-line, their

unit statistical report submissions.  An

additional tool for the management of policies

is in the planning stages, as well, and is hoped

to become a reality one day not too far in the

future.  Members were also provided, this past

year, with an interactive tool to properly

identify employer classifications as a first step

to a Digital Library which will ultimately

associate all manual documents.  

With only one full year of working at our

new home, it is a pleasure to note that the

transition to the new location was seamless,

and that the new working environment has

been greatly appreciated.  The restructuring of

the human resource area and function has

been a welcome addition for all employees and

has allowed for meaningful interactions

between staff members concerning a variety of

topics.  I thank all of you who were

instrumental in achieving this transition for the

Board and wish to extend my gratitude to the

Board’s Committee members and others who

supported us during this period of adjustment.

The upcoming year promises to be an exciting

one for all of us, capped by a presidential

election which may have a significant impact

on the insurance industry.  We look forward to

monitoring this and other events which affect

the New York workers compensation landscape

and are critical to the services provided to our

membership. 

Sincerely, 

Monte Almer 

President
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monte aLmer, President
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MiSSioN StatEMENt
To be the primary resource and authority for workers compensation insurance in

the state of New York by providing professional services and technical expertise

through the use of state of the art technology in the development of high quality

products and information that meet the needs of the insurance industry, as well as

employers, government agencies and all others involved with the workers

compensation system.
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“i think this is reasonable regulation.  We
need to begin somewhere, or it  just
continues on.”

David Hogue 
former House 

Representative
State of utah
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Loss Cost FiLing

on may 13, 2011, the rating Board, with the

approval of the Board of governors, submitted its

annual loss cost filing to the new york state

insurance department for approval.  this filing was

comprised of an experience indication of +4.6%, a

trend factor of +3.3%, a +3.3% impact due to

legislative and regulatory changes and a -0.8%

change in loss adjustment expenses.  the filing also

included no change in the charges for terrorism and

natural disasters and catastrophic industrial

accidents.  the total indicated loss cost level change

requested in the 2011 filing was an average increase

in loss costs of 10.4%.  the initial filing document

was subsequently supplemented by submissions of

revised experience rating factors, an update to the

percentage charge for UsL&hW exposure for non-F

classes and indicated loss cost changes for volunteer

firefighters and ambulance workers. additional

actuarial data was also submitted to the

department in response to a request for

supplementary information. this data included

accident year experience and a detailed analysis of

paid loss development patterns, as well as

indicated loss cost level indications that were

calculated on the basis of the accident year and the

paid loss information.

the new york Workers’ compensation Law

requires the superintendent of insurance to hold a

public hearing if a rate service organization submits

a loss cost filing for workers compensation that is

an increase of seven percent or more over the

approved loss costs from the prior year.  since the

rating Board’s filing was greater than the statutory

threshold, the superintendent scheduled a public

hearing on June 23, 2011 to consider the proposed

loss cost filing.  at the hearing, the rating Board

provided expert testimony in support of the

requested increase, and several carriers and other

interested parties also testified regarding specific

elements of the filing.

subsequent to the hearing, the department

requested that the rating Board amend its filing to

reflect an alternate method relative to the

determination of the claim frequency and claim

severity components of the trend factor. this

adjustment produced a +2.0% trend factor, in lieu of

the +3.3% that was contained in the original filing.

an amended filing for a +9.1% average change in

loss costs was subsequently submitted on July 14.

the department issued its decision on July 15,

approving the amended filing of +9.1%, effective

october 1, 2011.

the approved loss costs, together with the

application of insurance department approved

carrier loss cost multipliers, established the

classification rates for each carrier as of

october 1, 2011.
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new York rating PLans & statistiCaL PLan

a filing to amend the new york retrospective

rating Plan manual to incorporate revised excess loss

pure premium factors, state hazard group relativities

and retrospective rating development factors was

approved effective october 1, 2011.  this annual

change will ensure that these factors are kept current

with respect to future inflationary effects on claim

costs in the establishment of retrospective premiums.

in addition, this filing also eliminated federal excess

loss factors in new york, replacing these factors with

rules for determining excess factors for federal

classifications. this change is consistent with similar

changes implemented countrywide.

a revised table of expected Loss group ranges for

inclusion in the new york retrospective rating Plan

manual was filed and approved for new and renewal

policies effective on and after January 1, 2012.  this

change amended the previous table for inflation and

is consistent with the table utilized in other

jurisdictions.

a filing was submitted to the insurance division

of the new york department of Financial services

that amends the table of classifications by hazard

group in the new york retrospective rating Plan

manual, as well as the classification index of the

new york Workers compensation and employers

Liability manual, to become effective on policies

written on and after october 1, 2012. the filing was

based on a detailed actuarial study, together with

the assistance of a hazard group subcommittee of

the Underwriting committee to determine the final

classification  assignments by hazard group. this

change will ensure that new york classification

assignments properly reflect the latest experience

of new york employers.

there were no statistical Plan filings in 2011.
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new York workers CoMPensation & 

eMPLoYers LiabiLitY ManuaL

item description summary
rc Bulletin # 

and date

1 Independent Contractor Rule
Update to Manual Rule IX.C.

Approved effective 1/1/11

RC-2260

1/11/11

2 Letter of Authority Language
Update to Digest Page D2

Approved effective 1/7/11

RC-2261

1/13/11

3
CPAP Endorsement

WC 31 03 19F

Revised language 

Approved effective 2/1/11

RC-2262

2/3/11

4

NY Sole Proprietors Endorsement

WC 31 03 13B

WC 31 03 16A

New language regarding additional

business entities

Approved effective 2/1/11 

RC- 2263

2/3/11

5 Payroll Limitation
Clarification of Rule 

Approved with issue date of 2/1/11

RC-2264

2/3/11

2010 FiLings aPProVed in 2011

item description summary
rc Bulletin #

and date

1

Definition of Standard

Premium for Policyholder

Surcharge Calculation

Clarification of the definition of 

Standard Premium

Approved effective 3/1/11

RC-2265 & 2267

2/10/11

2
NY WC & Employers Liability Manual 

Revised Policy Forms & Endorsements

Update of Countrywide 

Forms & Endorsements 

Approved effective 7/1/11

RC-2266

3/1/11

3 Majority of Interest Rule

Updated language to match the NYCIRB

Experience Rating Plan Manual

Approved with issue date of 4/15/11

RC-2270

4/22/11

4
Classification Code 3832

Airplane/Sheet Metal

Clarifying class code language

Approved with issue date of 4/25/11

RC-2271

5/3/11

5
Classification Code 9029

Campgrounds

Clarifying class code language 

Approved-effective 5/9/11

RC-2273

5/13/11

6
New Classification Code 8068

Art Galleries

Establishment of new class code

Approved effective 10/1/11

RC-2277

7/27/11

7
New Classification code 8069

Cell Phone Stores

Establishment of new class code

Approved effective 10/1/11

RC-2278

7/27/11

2011 FiLings aPProVed
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“You do not examine legislation in the light of
the benefits it will convey if properly
administered but in the light of the wrongs it
would do and the harms it would cause if
improperly administered.”

lyndon B. Johnson
former u.S. President
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new York LegisLation FederaL LegisLation

over fifty bills relating to workers compensation

were introduced by the new york legislature in 2011,

with three of the bills being signed by the governor and

becoming law.

merger of insurance department 

& Banking department

Legislation, enacted as part of the state’s annual budget

bill, contained a provision providing for the merger of

the insurance department and the Banking department

into a new department of Financial services.  the bill

also creates a state charter advisory board that will

work to retain state chartered banking institutions and

encourage federally chartered institutions to obtain a

new york charter.

Effective March 31, 2011 (Chapter 57, Laws of 2011) 

Self-Insured Group Trusts

the 2011 state budget bill also contained provisions

that allowed for the loss portfolio transfers of

outstanding liabilities to reinsurers by self-insured

group trusts and established strict criteria for an entity

to become self-insured after december 31, 2011.  the

law also suspends assessments for the self-insured

group trusts until 2016.

Effective March 31, 2011 (Chapter 57, Laws of 2011)

The State Insurance Fund

this law requires that the state insurance Fund

annually file audited financial statements with the

office of the state controller on or before June 15th.

Effective January 1, 2012 (Chapter 445, Laws of 2011)

rates of Payment For spinal Procedures

this legislation maintains certain payment provisions

relating to spinal procedures and implantable hardware

and instrumentation.

Effective April 1, 2011 (Chapter 517, Laws of 2011)

although no federal legislation was enacted in

2011 that directly related to workers

compensation, the rating Board is closely

monitoring the developments at the new Federal

insurance office.  in 2011, the head of this federal

organization, michael mcraith, held a series of

meetings with insurance regulators, trade

associations and consumer groups to help shape

a report that will examine how best to modernize

and improve the United states regulatory system.

this report is scheduled to be released early in

2012.

the Federal insurance office, as a result of the

dodd-Frank act, now has responsibility for

overseeing the terrorism insurance program.  the

terrorism risk insurance Program reauthorization

act has enabled the insurance industry to

continue to provide available and affordable

insurance coverage despite the threat of

terrorism.  With this critical backstop scheduled to

expire in 2014, the rating Board will be closely

monitoring how this federal agency addresses the

extension of this important protection for the

insurance industry.

the dodd-Frank act also requires the White

house to appoint a person with insurance

expertise as a voting member of the Financial

stability oversight council (Fsoc).  since the Fsoc

has the power to designate financial institutions

as presenting a systemic risk to the economy,

making them subject to greater regulation, the

appointment in 2011 of s. roy Woodall to that

position is being viewed positively by the industry

as he brings insurance expertise and regulatory

experience to the council.
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cLaim FreqUency and cLaim cost

despite declining claim frequency, claim costs have continued to rise in new york. this

escalation of costs resulted in an approved 9.1% increase in average loss costs, effective

october 1, 2011. 

Workers compensation financial data available in 2011 continued to show a decreasing

trend in overall claim frequency and an increasing trend in claim costs.

the observed new york lost-time (indemnity) claim frequency showed a consistent

downward trend through 2005, followed by a flat trend through Policy year 2007, with slight

decreases observed in 2008 through 2009.  the latest available data suggests that, although

the downward trend has continued through 2009, the frequency trend is projected to flatten,

or even reverse itself, in the data that will emerge through 2011.  studies suggest that, during

economic recessions, claim frequency decreases because of changes in the mix of

employees in the job market.  generally, an improving job market lags behind economic

recovery.  therefore, since the economy has been showing some signs of emergence out of

the recession during the past two years, an increase in the claim frequency due to economic

conditions may occur in the near term.  other factors, such as the increase in the maximum

weekly   benefits that was implemented as part of the 2007 legislation, may also put upward

pressure on claim frequency going forward. the observed frequency trend in new york is

consistent with countrywide results.

Source:  NYCIRB Financial Data

* Projected
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claim costs in new york were projected to continue to rise in 2011, for both

indemnity and medical.

Prescription drug costs continue to represent a significant portion of overall medical

expenses.  Utilization of medical services and the increasing use of new, and costly,

technology in the medical field continue to drive these costs higher for workers

compensation. the implementation of medical treatment guidelines in december of

2010 may result in some savings in medical costs and reduce some of the utilization of

medical services.  however, most medical services that are rendered in accordance

with the guidelines do not require payer authorization, and that may offset some of

the savings.  expenses associated with the implementation of the guidelines, as well

as handling requests for variance from the guidelines, and changes to the medical fee

schedules, also effective in december 2010, may also offset some of the expected

savings in overall medical costs. 

indemnity claim costs, after reflecting the quantifiable impacts of the 2007 reforms,

are projected to continue to rise, but at a slower pace than the projected increase in

medical costs.   Preliminary reports on the effectiveness of the medical treatment

guidelines indicate that they are starting to work in many sectors, which should help

to control indemnity costs by way of better outcomes for injured employees.

guidelines for Permanent impairment and Loss of earnings capacity, which were

implemented on January 1, 2012, may also lower indemnity costs over time.

Source:  NYCIRB Financial Data

* Projected
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indemnity vs. medical

the relationship between indemnity and medical costs has changed dramatically as a

result of the 2007 reforms.  although the actual impact of the reforms is yet to fully manifest

itself in the statistical data, indemnity costs are estimated to now represent approximately

55% of the total workers compensation claim costs in new york.  Prior to the reforms,

indemnity costs represented well over 60% of overall system costs.

Underwriting results

on a calendar year basis, carriers on average continued to experience an overall underwriting

loss for new york workers compensation business, and the combined ratio in 2010 deteriorated

compared to 2009. increasing trends in claim costs, together with an increase in the expense ratios

(mostly as a result of decreasing premium), help to explain the 2010 underwriting results.

Source:  NYCIRB Financial Data

Source:  NY Statutory Page 14 data
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Premium Volume

as expected, with the implementation of the reform and the associated reduction in

rates in 2007, as well as an additional decrease in the loss cost level in october of 2008,

direct earned premiums in 2008 experienced a significant decrease compared to the prior

years, which  saw a decade of steadily increasing premium volume.  despite loss cost level

increases in 2009 and 2010, the economic downturn resulted in an additional premium

decrease of over 3% in 2009 and virtually no change in 2010.

market share

the state insurance Fund has historically been the largest writer of workers compensation

in new york.  although its share of the carrier market had been increasing slowly, but steadily,

from 2000 through 2005, the Fund’s market share decreased in 2006 to a level of 41%.  the

market share remained flat through 2008 and, in 2009, the Fund’s market share decreased by

2.9 percentage points to 38% of the total new york market and remained at that level in 2010.

Source:  NY Statutory Page 14 data

Source:  NYCIRB Financial Data
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historical rate / Loss cost changes

From 1996 through 2008, there was a cumulative reduction in manual rate level of over 40%.

these decreases were attributable mostly to various reforms enacted in 1996 and the 2007

reform legislation. other reasons for the large decrease over this time period were improving

experience and regulatory decisions with respect to the rating Board’s annual rate filings. in

2009, 2010 and 2011, the increase in claim cost trends, as well as the continued increase in the

maximum weekly benefits, resulted in three consecutive increases in the loss cost level.  

Loss cost multipliers

With the advent of loss costs in october 2008, individual carrier rate levels, in the form of loss cost

multipliers, have, in effect, replaced deviations in the private carrier market.  indicators of carrier pricing

can be observed from the most recent approved loss cost multipliers, updated as of december, 2011.

although the average private carrier multiplier has remained fairly consistent over the past two years, and

is currently 1.26, the dispersion of multipliers around this average indicates that there is substantial price

competition at the current loss cost level.

Source: NYCIRB

summary

Loss cost adequacy will continue to be a key element for maintaining a healthy workers compensation

market in new york.  the effectiveness of the 2007 reforms in reducing compensation costs, especially

adherence to the medical treatment guidelines in conjunction with the guidelines for Permanent

impairment and Loss of earning capacity, improvements in the efficiency of the benefit delivery system, the

continuing nature of competition under the loss cost system, and an economic recovery will all be critical

elements and contributors to the health of the overall workers compensation market in future years.

Source:  The NY Department of Financial Service (December 2011)
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board oF governors

SCOTT A. SHAPIRO

HARTFORD ACCIDENT & 

INDEMNITY CO. 

WADE OvERGAARD

THE TRAvELERS INDEMNITY CO. 

NANCY R. TREITEL-MOORE

LIBERTY MUTUAL INS. CO.

WARREN HECk - CHAIR

GREATER NY MUTUAL INS. CO. 

THOMAS GLEASON

THE STATE INSURANCE FUND

*ARTHUR WILCOX

N.Y.S. AFL-CIO

*MARk HUMOWIECkI

N.Y.S. WORkERS’ 

COMPENSATION BOARD

*FREDERIC BUSE

N.Y.S BUSINESS COUNCIL

*Public members 
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the Board of governors (Bog) reviewed and

adopted the rating Board’s proposed budget for

the estimated expenses for 2012, as

recommended by the administration committee.

the Bog then authorized the assessment for the

expenses of the rating Board on the members and

subscribers.  the Bog also reviewed the proposed

2012 Budget for the special Funds conservation

committee (sFcc) and, following an adjustment

in the amount for the  uncollected assessment

category, authorized the assessment of each

carrier’s share on the members and subscribers.

the Bog also requested that the special Funds

attorney be present at future Bog Budget

meetings to discuss the sFcc budget. 

in addition to the above, the Bog authorized

the submittal to the new york state insurance

department of a loss cost filing of +10.4% to

become effective on october 1, 2011. at the

request of the new york state insurance

department, the Bog agreed to submit an

amended filing of +9.1%, subsequently approved

by the department, to become effective on

october 1, 2011.  the Bog authorized, as well, the

revision of the policyholder assessment to a level

of 20.2% effective october 1, 2011.

the Bog also reviewed staff proposed

amendments to the Board’s constitution which

eliminate the distinction between stock and

non-stock carriers in the determination of the

rotating membership to the Board of governors.

in addition to these amendments, the Bog also

reviewed and approved amendments to the

constitution which signify the distinction between

a member and subscriber of the rating Board.  in

regard to the latter, Bog members also approved a

document, prepared by Board counsel, which

enumerates the qualifications for subscribership to

the rating Board.

the Bog further reviewed a report prepared by

rating Board staff which provided an analysis of the

loss cost system that has been in effect in new york

since 2008.  the report also included an evaluation

of the new governance provisions contained in the

2008 act.  Based on these findings, and at the

request of the deputy superintendent of Financial

services, the Bog authorized staff to provide the

department with proposed legislation which would

extend the applicability of sections of the loss cost

reform act from 2013 to 2023. 

in addition, the Bog authorized the rating

Board to obtain insurance coverage for directors and

officers (d&o) and cyber Liability exposure to

further protect the rating Board’s assets and any

confidential information which may be submitted by

or to the membership. 

the Bog, furthermore, considered, at the

request of the Underwriting committee, the

current viability of schedule rating Plans in new

york state and subsequently directed the

Underwriting committee to develop such a Plan for

filing with the department of Financial services.  
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ace american ins. co.

STEPHEN A. HAWkINS

american home assUrance co. 

IRA FEUERLICHT

greater ny mUtUaL ins. co. 

JOHN MOYLAN

hartFord accident & indemnity co.

THOMAS MCCLURE

LiBerty mUtUaL ins. co.

SHANE CROCkETT

ParamoUnt ins. co. 

MARk M. BATTISTELLI

the state insUrance FUnd

SHERWIN TAYLOR

the traVeLers indemnity co. 

JAMES MCGINN

Utica mUtUaL ins. co. 

ROBERT MANFREDO

zUrich american ins. co. 

JOSEPH WELLS

PUBLic memBers

DAvID DICkSON,

neW yorK state aFL-cio

MARk HUMOWIECkI,

neW yorK state

WorKers’ comPensation Board

memBers

& 

rePresentatiVes

underwriting

CoMMittee

the Underwriting committee met on two occasions

in 2011.  at the spring 2011 meeting, the actuarial staff

provided the committee with the methods and

assumptions underlying a preliminary loss cost level

indication that was proposed by the actuarial

committee to be effective october 1, 2011.  this

indication included increases due to loss experience,

claim cost trend and benefit levels, and the effects of

decreases in claim frequency and loss adjustment

expense.  subsequently, at the Fall 2011 meeting, the

committee was informed that, after adjustments made

by the Board of governors, a final 10.4% increase in

average loss costs had been filed.  it was further

explained that, following expert testimony by rating

Board staff at the insurance department hearing, an

increase of 9.1% was approved.  the adjusted increase

reflected a slight change in the method for determining

the trend factor.

at the spring 2011 meeting, the committee was

advised that the ny state assessment percentage would

be calculated based upon a newly agreed upon standard

premium projection methodology.  at the Fall 2011

meeting, the committee was informed that the new

york state assessment had increased from 18.1% to

20.2%, effective october 1, 2011.

during the spring 2011 meeting, the committee was

provided with an update on the classification relativity

review results.  the Underwriting staff, following their

review, proposed to eliminate several of the

combinations currently in effect due to credibility

concerns.

at previous meetings, and at the spring meeting, the

committee suggested that the rating Board conduct a

low credibility classification review study which remains

under advisement.
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at the spring 2011 meeting, the actuarial

committee provided an update on the actuarial

analysis of excess loss pure premium factors, which

indicated a need to perform a hazard group study.

Volunteers from the Underwriting committee formed a

sub-committee that conducted a review of the actuarial

analysis during the summer months. this

sub-committee presented its findings to the

committee at the Fall meeting.  the committee

approved the updated hazard group assignments by

classification code, which resulted in a filing with a

proposed effective date of october 1, 2012.  

the committee was advised, at the spring meeting,

that territorial off-balance factors were to be eliminated

in the construction class Payroll Limitation Program

calculation as the impact of this program is now fully

contained in the classification loss costs.  at the Fall

meeting, the committee was further informed that the

construction classification Premium adjustment

Program (cPaP) had three specific items for committee

consideration, namely: 1) introduction of an

updated/new application; 2) proposed methodology

change to calculate the cPaP renewal credit at the

‘policy level’ rather than on the ‘combo’ (combination)

level (simply an average of all eligible policies for that

particular ‘combo’ group); and 3) review of an actuarial

study regarding cPaP and the proposition for a new

credit calculation formula.  the first two items were

approved by the committee and are now in the process

of implementation.  the committee was advised that

updated information will be forthcoming regarding any

proposed cPaP calculation change by the actuarial

committee at a subsequent meeting.

the committee approved various changes to the

new york Workers compensation and employers

Liability manual, including: updates to the digest

entries for institutions for the Blind, aged and

handicapped Persons; updated digest and classification

pages reflecting an adjusted payroll threshold

requirement for classification code 8039 “department

store – retail”; clarifying digest page  language for 

classification code 2593 “carpet, rug, or

Upholstery cleaning” regarding Venetian Blinds;

and clarifications to the rule and algorithm pages

regarding the Waiver of right to recover

provision.  items presented and reviewed by the

committee, whereby a decision was made not to

amend the Basic manual, were as follows:

clarification on the determination date for the

rule regarding the new york security Fund

surcharge; and a suggested digest entry where

‘bakeries’ would be separately rated when part of

a supermarket operation.  

at both meetings, the committee was asked

to review policy endorsement changes.  two

endorsements were discussed regarding

residential coverage for workers compensation

and employers liability and whether these

endorsements could also be used with other

insurance policy types (homeowners, etc.), as is

allowed in other states.  the endorsements

evaluated were: Workers compensation &

employers Liability  coverage for residence

employees (Wc 00 03 14a) and Voluntary

compensation and employers Liability coverage

for residence employees (Wc 00 03 12a).  the

committee instructed staff not to proceed in

advancing this change for new york without first

conducting further research.  there were other

future and proposed ncci endorsements changes

discussed, at the Fall meeting, for advisement and

future rating Board consideration, including

revisions to Federal employers Liability and

admiralty or FeLa coverage increased Limits

Percentages and Factors and withdrawal of

ex-medical coverage (Wc 00 03 06 and

Wc 00 03 07).  the committee approved one

endorsement for updating: nonappropriated

Fund instrumentalities act coverage endorsement

(Wc 00 01 08a) – to be introduced and made

available for ny policies.
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there were various miscellaneous topics

presented to the committee in 2011.  of those

mentioned, the following items reflect the most

noteworthy: release of the new on-line

‘digital Library’ – maci application; rejected

consideration for the application of delayed

debit experience rating modifications (erms);

and consideration for development of a

‘schedule rating Plan,’  which was followed with

Board of governors approval to pursue a filing

to the nys Financial services department in

2012. 

there was also one classification study

performed in 2011.  this study, regarding

‘concrete Pumpers’, was presented at the Fall

2011 meeting.  the results of the on-line survey

and study was that there were insufficient

number of employers engaged in this operation

to justify the creation of a new classification

code.  Following the study, staff explained that

the study aided in developing clarifying

phraseology language for the digest section of

the manual.  

the committee was also advised of a

classification with ongoing disputes and

questions.  this was regarding the ‘auto

dismantlers’ classification and the ruling

whereby the code is considered as the primary

class code even if the exposure exists, but it is

not the predominant aspect of the business.

the committee approved staff’s suggested

wording clarifications for this code in the digest

section of the new york Workers compensation

& employers Liability manual. 

the Underwriting committee was informed

and updated on the activities of the Fraud

committee.  it was advised that the Fraud

committee did not hold any official meetings in

2011.  a primary reason for the lack of meeting

dealt with a focus on fraud related activities

between the rating Board and the Workers’

compensation Board (WcB).  Progress on

collaboration efforts was evident by joint field

activities and improved cooperation on fraud

detection and deterrence.  these efforts reflect

the committee’s continued focus on finding

ways to better coordinate and leverage rating

Board field audits and inspections.

Field operations provided various updates

to the Underwriting committee in 2011.  there

were four primary topics presented at the Fall

2011 meeting.  these topics were as follows:

Prevailing Wage; Premium audit requirements

regulation; and Premium audit payroll

thresholds and procedural changes

recommendations.  regarding recommended

Premium audit procedural changes by rating

Board staff, the committee has taken the

information under advisement for its internal

review and the topic will be revisited in 2012. 
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PUBLic memBer

aCtuariaL CoMMittee

there were two regularly

scheduled meetings and one

teleconference meeting of the

actuarial committee held in

2011.

the committee reviewed in

detail the methodology and data

used in the calculation of the

annual indicated loss cost change

and recommended that a

general loss cost revision, based

on the experience of private

carriers and the state insurance

Fund, as well as experience from

large deductible policies, be

filed effective october 1, 2011.

included in this recommendation

was a continuing affirmation of

the previous pricing

methodology for incorporating

the effects of the 2007 reforms in

the filing, as well as the

prospective increase in costs

associated with the annual

statutory changes in the

maximum weekly benefit.  the

potential effects of the 2007

reforms with respect to loss

development, trend and loss

adjustment expense were

specifically reviewed and

analyzed as part of the

committee’s consideration of the

2011 loss cost level.

at the teleconference

meeting, the committee

reviewed the latest

information relating to

retrospective rating Plan

values, and recommended that

revised excess loss pure

premium factors, together with

revised state hazard group

relativities and revised

retrospective rating pure

premium development factors,

be filed to become effective on

october 1, 2011 to coincide

with the annual loss cost

revision. the committee also

recommended the abolition of

separate excess loss factors for

the federal classes in new york

to be consistent with the

elimination of these factors in

other jurisdictions.  in addition,

the committee recommended

that research be undertaken

with respect to alternate

methodologies for the

determination of future new

york excess loss pure premium

factors.

the methodology underlying

a detailed staff study of

classifications by hazard group

was  reviewed and approved by

the committee, which

recommended that the new

hazard group structure be

implemented in conjunction

with a revision of excess loss

pure premium factors, effective

october 1, 2012.
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in the area of experience rating, the committee

reviewed a staff analysis that supported an increase

in the split point used in the rating formula to

differentiate between primary and excess losses.

the committee approved an increase in the split

point from the current $5,000 to at least $15,000 in

several steps, with the first step to be set at $10,000

effective october 1, 2013.  Further research was

recommended to determine appropriate split

points subsequent to that date.

the committee also reviewed a staff analysis of

construction class Premium adjustment Program

experience and recommended that an alternate

methodology be utilized to determine premium

credits under this program that would be more in

line with the level of credits indicated by the

underlying experience.

the 2011 work performed by the staff with

respect to the medical data call and the new class

ratemaking methodology was monitored by the

committee, which provided guidance and

recommendations for further study in these areas.

in conjunction with the rating Board’s rewriting

of the new york statistical Plan, the committee

authorized the formation of a statistical Plan

subcommittee as an added resource for the project.

the subcommittee met once in 2011 and provided

useful and insightful recommendations for further

improvements and enhancements for the new Plan

to be introduced in 2013.
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the medical and claims committee was established as a

standing committee in compliance with the 2008 statute

relating to the governance of data collection organizations.

this committee has the responsibility to assist the rating

Board in the study of the administration of claims under the

Workers’ compensation Law, the medical, surgical and

hospital care of injured workers and the costs associated with

such claims and medical care.

one teleconference meeting was held in 2011 during

which many topics associated with the 2007 reforms were

discussed, including the medical treatment guidelines, the

guidelines for Permanent impairment and Loss of earning

capacity, the impact of the aggregate trust Fund on the

settlement of permanent partial disability cases and the

overall administration of claims since the implementation of

the reforms.  the committee opined that the medical

treatment guidelines are working for post-reform claims, but

that there are an inordinate number of variance requests

being received on cases with accident dates that predate the

reform.  ongoing education of the medical providers was

viewed as necessary to ensure overall success of both the

treatment guidelines and the Loss of earning capacity

guidelines.  the impact on claim settlements was addressed

relative to the  requirements for permanent partial disability

cases to be paid into the aggregate trust Fund. 

the committee also discussed the impact of medicare

set-aside rules and regulations in terms of both the

administration of these cases by the center for medicare and

medicaid services and the resultant impact on costs and the

claim settlement process.

Preliminary distributions of new york medical costs,

prepared by the Board’s actuarial staff and compiled from

the first six months of information extracted from the

medical data call, were provided to the committee.

comments from committee members supported the results

of this initial analysis.

MediCaL & CLaiMs

CoMMittee
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aCtuariaL

the focus of the actuarial department is centered on pricing, legislative analyses, research,

data quality and special studies.

PriCing

the actuarial department continues to play

a vital role in various areas relating to both

procedural and technical issues within the new

york workers compensation system. 

three filings were prepared in 2011,

including the general loss cost revision and

several associated filing supplements. the

rating Board’s actuarial staff also prepared

supporting exhibits and provided expert

testimony at a public hearing called by the

superintendent of insurance. this testimony

discussed key elements of the loss cost filing,

including the manner in which the impact of the

2007 reform legislation was incorporated into

the proposed loss cost change.

Upon approval of the 2011 loss cost filing,

revised loss costs were published on the rating

Board’s website and general loss cost

information was updated in an ongoing effort to

provide member carriers with as much

information as possible to successfully utilize

the new loss costs and related rating factors.

an in-depth actuarial study was undertaken

in 2011 that statistically analyzed the

assignments of classifications to hazard group.

the proper alignment of classifications to hazard

group is essential for the determination of

accurate excess loss pure premium factors and

serves as a reliable data source for other

analyses. the assignments indicated by this

study, as modified by a subcommittee of

members of the Underwriting committee, are

planned to be  implemented on october 1, 2012.

With respect to the 2009 legislation that

established standard premium, in lieu of written

premium, for Workers’ compensation Board

assessment purposes, the staff developed a

premium projection model to be used as the basis

for prospective policyholder assessments.  the use

of a projected premium base will bring the

assessment amounts charged by the carriers to their

policyholders more in balance with what the

carriers are charged by the Workers’ compensation

Board.

at the request of the actuarial committee, a

study of experience under the construction

classification Premium adjustment Program was

completed by the staff.  this analysis compared

experience of those insureds who have participated

in this premium credit program with all other

insureds in the construction industry.  as a result of

this  analysis, recommendations have been made to

consider modifying the premium credit formula to

more closely reflect the credits indicated by the

underlying experience.

researCh

actuarial research of not only the current

methodologies, but also studies of prospective

techniques and methodologies, are critical to the

success of both the rating Board and the actuarial

department.  the actuarial department continues

to study and perform   research in several important

ratemaking areas.

in recognition of the need for more detailed

medical data to analyze new york medical cost

drivers than is currently being reported, the rating

Board contracted with the national council on

compensation insurance (ncci) in 2008 to collect

detailed new york medical transactional data.  in

2011, the rating Board received the initial six

months of experience from this call, and the staff

proceeded to create a distribution of medical costs

by various categories.
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Preliminary reports were subsequently  generated

from this data and were shared with the actuarial

committee and medical and claims committee.  as

additional data is received and analyzed, this data

source will be a key tool in identifying the underlying

cost drivers of medical losses and their impact on the

entire workers compensation system.

the overall balance of the experience rating Plan

is essential for the equity of the workers

compensation pricing system. Further testing of the

Plan, through a series of quintile tests, was

undertaken in 2011 as a key measure of the Plan’s

equity and balance. staff has also been continuously

monitoring the activities of the ncci in that area.  as

a result, study  commenced with respect to potential

changes to the Plan in the areas of the split point,

eligibility and the experience rating formula. this

work culminated in a decision by the actuarial

committee to revise the split point beginning in 2013.

staff will continue to  examine the Plan to decide

whether further refinements to the Plan are needed.

Preliminary work was continued in 2011 to

explore a possible change in classification ratemaking

methodology to be consistent with that being

introduced in other states by the ncci and a number

of independent rating organizations.  the staff will be

continuing these efforts throughout 2012.

statistiCs & statistiCaL

rePorting

the actuarial department is responsible for

identifying, checking and verifying unit  statistical

report losses, premium and payroll that do not fall

within reasonable ranges of  values.  in 2011, priority

efforts continued within the department to identify

and correct erroneous unit reports that could not be

resolved through customary data  processing edits.

as part of this process, the staff developed additional

analytical tools and reconciliation processes to

improve the overall quality of the unit statistical

reports.  Upon completion of the 2011 review

process, schedule z data (unadjusted payroll,

premium and losses by  classification) for Policy years

2004 through 2008 was compiled by the actuarial

department and released by the rating Board.

as an adjunct to the schedule z, pure premium

classification experience (five years of developed

payroll and losses by classification) was also

produced and posted on the rating Board’s

website, www.nycirb.org.

other relevant statistical information was

posted on the rating Board’s website in 2011,

including the latest aggregate financial data call

experience, claim cost and claim frequency data

by injury type, calendar year underwriting results

and the details of the 2011 loss cost revision.

the actuarial staff has also continued to be

actively involved with the Workers’ compensation

Board (WcB) in a project to cross-walk claim

information between the rating Board’s database

and that of the WcB.  When completed, the ability

to share the data between organizations will

enable more accurate and detailed analyses of the

new york workers compensation system to be

performed.

in 2011, a draft of a new statistical Plan was

completed and reviewed with the statistical Plan

subcommittee.  the new plan modernizes

language, eliminates outdated hardcopy reporting

processes and clarifies many of the more

complicated reporting instructions.  the new Plan

is scheduled to become effective on

January 1, 2013.

the actuarial department is also responsible

for collecting and analyzing the annual aggregate

Financial data submitted by the carriers.  to

accomplish this, the staff maintains the new york

Financial call information system© (nyFcis©),

which is a web based vehicle for the submission of

the annual aggregate data.  in 2011, several

enhancements were incorporated with the system

that were designed to improve carrier interface

and additional data edits were introduced.  the

new york data call incentive Program is also part

of the nyFcis©, and carriers that fail to submit the

aggregate data on time or submit incorrect data

are subject to fines under the program.  Both the

system edits and the incentive program work to

ensure quality for the financial data.
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inForMation teChnoLogY

the information technology (i.t.)  department

is comprised of the Programming and

infrastructure management divisions. 

the infrastructure management team is

responsible for the Board’s Local area network

(Lan), its associated servers and equipment, and

desktop configuration and support. in addition to

the normal day-to-day responsibilities to keep the

infrastructure running and supporting users and

data security, during 2011 there were major

improvements to the Board’s infrastructure.  one

of the improvements was the implementation of

redundant internet connectivity.  the rating Board

uses two different internet technology transport

mechanisms.  this implementation gives the

rating Board the ability to tie these two transport

mechanisms together, leverage and load balance

the bandwidth creating fewer bottlenecks during

peak usage, and provides automated failover

reducing downtime.  other achievements during

2011 were the  streamlining and reduction of time

required for the nightly data back-up processing,

increase of data storage arrays for spectrum and

implementation of database and storage

infrastructure for medical data.

two major accomplishments by the

programming team were the implementation of

the manage Unit statistical reporting (mUsr)

system and digital master alphabetical

classification index (maci). the manage Usr

system is a web based application that provides

rating Board members with the ability to view and

correct Usr data. the user is able to view the Usr

data and edits as they appear in the rating Board’s

database and have the option to create or correct

Usrs within the application and transmit them

directly to the rating Board. the “master

alphabetical classification index” (maci) is a guide

for the application of proper workers

compensation insurance classifications.  maci was

originally developed in 1980 by the new york

compensation insurance rating Board. its

usefulness as a reference guide was quickly

evident and served as an example for other rating

Bureaus who also published or developed  similar

reference materials.  the digital maci system

allows carriers’ entry to a web based system

where they can search any term and receive a

formatted report of all maci references to that

term and its associated classification entries.
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oPerations

the operations department handles much of the

Board’s routine processing of data and contains

three support divisions, data quality, spectrum

management and rating services.  some of the

staff’s achievements and efforts are also related to

rating Board’s involvement with other data

collection organizations (dcos) and industry

organizations.  association with compensation data

exchange (cdx), the american cooperative council

on compensation technology (accct) and the

electronic data interchange (edi) committee of the

Workers compensation insurance organization

(Wcio), allows the Board to continue to provide

useful tools and services to the industry.

Participation in these collaborative exchanges

demonstrates the rating Board’s commitment to

reducing the costs associated with data collection.

data QuaLitY

the data quality division is responsible for the

collection, verification and processing of Unit

statistical data in accordance with the new york

statistical Plan.  during the year, this division

received and processed 622,708 statistical reports in

which 53,969 exposure and claim records were

found to contain questionable or erroneous

information.  the ratio of errors to Unit statistical

reports (Usrs) remained consistent from last year.

in the latter part of 2011, manage Usr

(mUsr) was released.  this web application

provides members with a tool to create, view and

correct unit statistical reports; prepare Wcstat

files for submission directly, or via cdx; view

error reports and manage the timely filing of data

through a tracking feature.  since its release in

november 2011, nearly 40% of the Board’s

members have registered for access to this

application.

sPeCtruM ManageMent

spectrum is the Board’s internal operating

system through which the majority of the Board’s

data is processed.  having expertise in both

programming and the business needs of users,

this team is responsible for ensuring that

spectrum operates effectively and accurately,

testing and approving all enhancements and

changes.

spectrum is undergoing a projected two-year

conversion initiative to upgrade from oracle

Forms to a .net platform.  in the first year of this

project, several systems were converted and

enhanced, including the ownership, audit,

correspondence and security modules.
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CoMPuLsorY workPLaCe

saFetY & Loss

ConsuLtation PrograM

the rating Board’s statutory

responsibility under this Program is to

identify and notify those employers who

meet the Program’s criteria.  a total of 1,033

notifications were mailed to employers

during 2011, a slight increase from 2010.

rating serviCes

this division administers the new york experience

rating Plan, including merit rating and the new york

retrospective rating Plan.

exPerienCe & Merit rating

a total of 89,863 experience ratings, 20,604

revised ratings and 214,588 merit ratings were

issued in 2011.  this data is available to view or

download on the Board’s website.  however, requests

for data are often received from insureds, brokers and

carriers.  Upon proper authorization, 10,675 such

requests were fulfilled.

retrosPeCtive rating

the administration of the retrospective

rating Plan is handled by rating services

with support from the actuarial department.

retrospective election notices, as well as

policies and endorsements related to

retrospective rating, are reviewed each year.

this division received and processed 24,087

documents, including 1,454 submissions

under new york’s Large risk rating option.
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underwriting & FieLd serviCes

a primary responsibility of the rating Board is

the oversight of Wc Policy construction and

insurance company compliance for the state of

new york.  this function is handled by the

Underwriting services unit which is comprised of

Four teams and led by two managers and four

team Leaders.  this team concept allows for

dedicated insurance carrier assignments.  the

assignment of a carrier to a team ensures that

policies, endorsements, cancellations and

reinstatements, submitted to the rating Board, are

properly written.  the teams also answer

underwriting questions, resolve employer matters

and maintain the classification system.  each team

consists of Policy analysts, class analysts and

individuals with expertise in the ownership rules

of the experience rating Plan.  having a team

approach allows the rating Board to foster an

environment for the employee’s professional

growth by exposing them to all aspects of policy

data elements and processing.

nearing the end of this past year, a system

enhancement was implemented which automates

the delivery of work items, eliminating many

manual paper intensive steps and streamlining the

overall work process.  it is anticipated that this

enhancement will not only improve productivity

efficiencies, but also aid in advancing accuracy and

depth of policy review which is always being strived

for.  Further system reengineering efforts are slated

for 2012 which will have significant additional

impact on all of the teams and related work

processes.  these system changes are intended to

greatly enhance, streamline, and improve the

effectiveness of the policy validation process and

improve overall data quality.

Field services is primarily comprised of field

staff, supporting either audit or inspection

functions.  there is also support staff, located in the

home office, providing coordination support for the

field staff.  the field staff conducts onsite employer

audits (auditor) and inspections (inspectors).

although organized differently than the

underwriting teams, these individuals also

respond directly to carriers about auditing and

inspection related questions.

in regards to the department’s quality and

progression, there is a project and quality

assurance team.  these individuals coordinate

and lead projects involving procedures,

system enhancements, classification studies,

documentation, and other special project work.

there were many projects underway in 2011, most

notably the continuation of the policy processing

rewrite project, implementation of a Work queue

(noted above) and the commencement of various

classification projects.  Following internal reviews

of all system edits, work is now underway in

development and incremental implementation of

various system edit changes.  an ongoing project

is a review of department procedures which has

resulted in many new ideas for reengineering and

updating of current procedures.  in 2012, this team

will be dedicated to managing policy system

changes which are anticipated and noted above.

another responsibility of the Underwriting

department is to review policy and endorsement

filings submitted by carriers.  in 2011, there was a

marked increase in overall carrier filing activity.  it

appears much of this increase dealt with carriers

standardizing internal endorsements for their

computer systems.  the rating Board received a

total of 51 carrier letter inquiries and 205

individual carrier endorsements for review.  one

hundred and sixty-one endorsements for review

were approved, while seven were rejected and

thirty seven were submitted but were out of the

rating Board’s jurisdiction.  these numbers

indicate a reversal in what was a continuing

decreasing trend in recent years.  more

specifically, it is felt that this activity is very
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dependent upon regulatory trends or

requirements in a given year.  For example, in

2008, there were many required statutory

related changes which resulted in 2009’s activity

showing a significant decrease in filings.  the

2010 period continued this decline and was

attributed to the auto-adopt provision for

carrier endorsements, which greatly reduced

the required number of endorsement

submissions.  the decrease in activity in 2010

was over 62% for carrier letter inquiries and

approximately 73% for endorsement approvals.

in 2011, the increase in carrier letter inquiries

was 82% and 150% for endorsement approvals.

these 2011 increases bring the activity back

close to 2008 levels. 

underwriting serviCes

PoLiCY anaLYsis

all Workers compensation polices,

experience or non-experience rated, are

reviewed by the rating Board.  Policy analysis

involves the in-depth review and validation of

policies and their subsequent transactions.

Policy analysis is primarily a system generated

process, however, some of the methods are

manual and performed to ensure that all

policies are properly written.  a carrier is

required to correct any policy writing errors

detected by this review.  the correction process

is enforced through the rating Board's criticism

Fining Program. 

the types of transactions submitted by a

carrier include: policies, endorsements,

cancellations and reinstatements.  all carrier

information is submitted electronically and

recorded in the rating Board's data collection

systems. once the data is recorded, the Policy

analyst is able to review various data elements,

such as names, locations, and endorsements on

the policies. the analyst will scrutinize this

information based on prescribed edits and data

reporting requirements.

in 2009, the rating Board eliminated the

support for paper (hard copy) policy

submissions.  the number of transactions, since

that time, has dropped significantly to only a

few in 2011. 

any remaining hard copy exception

transactions are in support of complex risks such as

Wrap-Up and three-year Policies.  the following

chart reflects the paper hard copy transaction

submissions from member carriers, received by the

rating Board, over the past four years:  

through the policy edit review process, the

following policy information is evaluated: the

application of the correct experience

modifications; classification(s); the proper use of

loss cost multipliers; the proper use and application

of endorsement(s); and any other elements affect-

ing the premium     calculation.  as previously

noted, Underwriting services has a team approach

to processing and considers turnaround time, in re-

solving issues, a top priority.  a Policy analyst has

the knowledge and resources to find answers from

other team members, such as a classification ana-

lyst on a    classification concern, or to transfer an

issue within the team to determine resolution and

response.

in 2011, the Board processed approximately

1.56 million policy, endorsement, and cancellation/

reinstatement electronic transactions. in 2010, just

over 1.45 million transactions were processed. this

represents a 7.6% increase in overall transaction

activity from the prior year.  it is a significant

increase over the prior two years, where it was felt

that the numbers reflected a tempered electronic

transaction count and a decrease in overall policy

volume due to the economy.  the statistical

breakdown on electronic transactions, for each

year, is as follows:

year
number of hard copy

transactions
2011 19

2010 2,903

2009 30,707

2008 20,873

type of

electronic

transaction

Private 

carriers 

nysiF

nysiF

total 

electronic

transactions

Policies 380,501 185,453 565,954

Endorsements 420,315 92,465 512,780

Canc./Reins. 331,360 149,752 481,112

TOTALS 1,132,163 427,670 1,559,846

2011
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in addition to the numbers noted above, of the

transactions received by the rating Board, many are

also rejected and thus not reflected in the values

shown.  For illustration, there were 44,811 rejected

transactions in 2011 and 55,553 in 2010.  When added

to the grand totals, for 2011, the rating Board

received over 1.6 million policy transactions.  another

perspective on rejected transactions is that, for 2011,

this number represented 2.8% of the overall

transactions received.  this is a marked improvement

over the 3.7% rejected transactions error ratio in 2010.   

Policies and endorsements that pass all system

edits error-free eliminate the need for any form of

staff review. in recent years, the trend has shown a

steady and noticeable improvement in the quality of

electronically submitted transactions.  the total

number of policies and endorsements requiring

review increased to 155,984 in 2011 from 119,459

transactions in 2010 or an increase of 30.6%.  this is

in contrast to recent years where the numbers have

steadily decreased.  however, it is felt that this year’s

increase is primarily attributed to the overall increase

in the number of transactions and not an indication of

declining data quality.

type of 

electronic 

transaction

Private

carriers

nysiF

nysiF

total 

electronic

transactions

Policies 359,330 193,351 552,681

Endorsements 357,631 97,458 455,089

Canc./Reins. 289,172 152,627 441,799

TOTALS 1,006,133 443,436 1,449,569

2010

year

Policies & 

endorsements

requiring review

2011 155,984

2010 119,459

2009 137,072

in 2011, there was an increase in the number

of errors which led to criticism correspondence

and/or fines to the carrier.  these are system

generated errors in need of review and are often

attributed to policies not submitted with the

proper mandatory endorsements and/or

statistical codes.

in 2011, there were 22,515 transactions which

resulted in formal criticisms being issued.  this

represents a 33.1% increase in the number of

criticisms in 2010.  however, in 2011, the ratio of

criticisms issued to the total number of

transactions reviewed was 14.4%, which is only

slightly more than the ratio in 2010 which was

14.2%.  the criticism ratio in 2009 was 9.2%.

Within the Underwriting department, Policy

analysts are spending more time on in-depth

policy review and analysis.  this is a result of

additional staff training, as well as the

continuation of adjustments and activation of

additional policy level system edits.  edit changes

are made with the continued intention of data

integrity improvement and the ability to further

analyze the carrier information received. 

year
number of 

criticisms issued

2011 22,515

2010 16,917

2009 13,278
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Policy analysis also includes investigating employer

name and legal ownership changes, for both

experience and merit rated employers.  this review

facilitates the determination of the appropriateness

of the inclusion or exclusion of legal entities in an

employer’s rating.  the interpretation of these

ownership rules, as well as being able to provide an

explanation of the rules, is handled by ownership

analysts who are experienced with the administration

of the experience rating Plan.

the following reflects the past four years’ results

from review of ownership investigations:

over the past few years, there has been a steady

increase in the number of ownership investigations

performed.  this is the result of  additional ownership

analyst staffing which began in 2008.  the ownership

analyst team continues to gain experience in its

ownership processing roles.  evidence of this maturing

process is witnessed by a dramatic reduction in

backlogs regarding multistate policy ownership items.

as reflected above, since 2008, cases reviewed

indicate an average annual increase of 15%.  since

2008, the total number of cases reviewed annually has

increased by slightly more than 50%.

ownership

investigations
2008 2009 2010 2011

Cases Reviewed

/Processed
11,712 13,759 16,164 17,638

Annual 

% Difference
--- 17.5% 17.5% 9.1%

Letters and Affidavits

Processed
6,101 6,087 7,912 8,395

Annual

% Difference 
--- -0.3% 30% 6.1%

classification analysis is the means by which the

rating Board oversees the reliability of the

classification assignment process, managed by the

carrier, for a given insured.  the classification review

process typically begins with an on-site inspection of

the employer’s operation and place of business.  Field

inspectors submit their findings by electronically

transmitting their inspection reports to the rating

Board’s home office.  this report provides the initial

information necessary for the classification analysts

in order to begin the review process.

Following review of the inspection report, the

classification analyst may choose to finalize the

classification or they may elect to suspend the report

for later review.  Providing this capability for the

classification analyst aids in work prioritization and

has greatly improved the turnaround time for

expedited inspections.  in the past, without this

ability to suspend or diary information, there was

frequently a delay in waiting for inspectors to submit

their routine inspection report to the office.

routine inspections are those which are made on

a predetermined schedule for experience rated

employers, while test inspections are made on a

random basis for non-experience rated employers.

the following charts illustrate the number of routine

and test inspections reviewed over the past four

years.

CLassiFiCation anaLYsis
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in the following chart, the numbers previously

reported were based upon the ‘number of risks’

versus the ‘number of locations’ inspected.  in last

year’s annual report, an adjustment to the counts

was introduced which now reflects the actual number

of  locations inspected.  For referencing and contrast,

we are showing 2008 and 2009 as originally reported

and 2010 and 2011 using the newer methodology.

the columns with an asterisk (*) reflect the newer

approach.

to further explain the reporting methodology

change, the previous reporting approach indicated

one inspection for the risk.  however, with an increase

in inspections for ‘multi-location’ risks, it became

evident to begin reflecting the actual number of

locations inspected.  it is also worth noting that when

there is a change in classification, it is for the overall

insured and not the individual locations.

in 2011, there was a continuation of the shift

towards a refocusing on routine inspection

assignments.  this effort began in 2009 with the

implementation of an improvement  in system logic

surrounding our selection process on routine

inspection assignments.  these assignments are

preferable for review as they represent the experience

rated risks.  With the utilization of this new selection

methodology, 2011 results are consistent with the

results shown for 2010.

routine inspections 2008 2009 2010* 2011*

Routine Inspections

Reviewed
4,432 7,774 10,171* 10,705*

No. of Class Changes 783 783 878 898

% Requiring Changes 17.7% 10.1% 8.6% 8.4%

of the 10,705 routine inspections provided to

class analysts for review, 898 resulted in a change in

classification. of the 898 classification changes, 261

were changes to the governing classification.  neither

the increase in the number of routine assigned

inspections, nor the percent requiring classification

change was significant from the previous year.

the chart below also incorporates the new

counting methodology previously described.

although a consistent level of routine inspections

performed was maintained from the previous year,

the number of test inspections reviewed increased

substantially.  however, it still represents a more

typical level and is a significant decrease from the

2009 results.  Under the test inspection Program, in

2011, a total of 139 inspections resulted in a change

in classification. of these, 104 required a change to

the governing classification.

test inspections reviewed 2008 2009 2010* 2011*

Test Inspections Reviewed 3,113 3,845 879* 1,632*

No. of Class Changes 573 573 119 139

% Requiring Changes 18.4% 14.9% 13.5% 8.5%
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changes in governing classification for both routine

and test cases amounted to 626 in 2009, a total of 388

in 2010 and 319 in 2011.  this continued decrease

demonstrates the carrier’s awareness and diligence in

implementing these changes when identified.

in prior years, commentary was provided regarding

the steady increase in the trend on the ‘classification

change ratio’ resulting from test and routine

inspections.  in the routine and test inspection charts

there is evidence of this steady decline in the number

of classification changes required following review.  this

is partially due to the refocus on routine inspections

and the higher degree of accuracy that may come with

inspecting experience rated risks.  this trend also

indicates that there is improved accuracy stemming

from insured and carrier awareness on the importance

of classification correctness.  also, in the past, it was

noted there would be an increase in the change ratio

when risks became experience rated.  this would occur

when a risk first becomes experienced rated which

often resulted in a change in classification. it is thought

that, as a result of the current economy, there are fewer

risks becoming experienced rated and thus there are

fewer classification changes.  

there is a third category of inspections, also

performed by the rating Board, which continues to

experience a steady increase over recent years.  these

inspections are known as expedite inspections.  these

are manually prescribed inspections assigned from

management and the classification department directly.

they are targeted and focused assignments often the

result of classification inquiries, complaints or needed

for classification studies.  in 2011, the rating Board

conducted 1,073 expedite inspections, which resulted

in 280 classification changes.  there were 109 changes

to the governing classification.  this reflects a

considerable difference in the frequency of governing

class changes versus the other types of inspection.

there is much correspondence which comes

to the classification Unit, such as inquiries

initiated by insureds, insurance carriers, brokers,

state legislators, and, in some instances, the nys

department of Financial services.  classification

inquiries are a high priority item for all class

analysts and for the rating Board in general.  the

Underwriting department is focused on providing

prompt service to member carriers, employers

and their representatives on any type of inquiry.

in 2009 there were 8,061 classification inquiries,

in 2010 the number increased to 9,582, (+18.9%)

and, in 2011, the number continued to increase

to 10,326, a further increase of 7.8% from 2010.

the Underwriting department’s team

structure allows for a flexible carrier

communication and   response process.  although

the teams deal with a variety of issues, whether

they be policy processing, ownership or

classification in nature, the objective is to

demonstrate a consistent and cohesive voice to a

member carrier on identified errors or problems.

in 2010, the department initiated system

improvements to support carrier responses and,

in particular, expanding the use of email in

communicating errors.  in 2011, there was further

expansion and use of electronic communication

mediums.  Further changes are expected in 2012.

also, future systems projects have been identified

which, in time, will offer additional carrier

internet access by providing alternative

communication capabilities.  

year
number of 

classification inquiries

2011 10,326

2010 9,582

2009 8,061
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FieLd serviCes

there are two divisions in the Field services

Unit – audit and inspection. these two units work

within assigned territories throughout new york

state.

the audit division has the primary responsibility

of administering the Premium Verification Program,

the new york construction classification Premium

adjustment Program and the new york carrier test

audit Performance Program. the Premium

adjustment Program, where employers file

applications in order to receive premium credits, and

the Payroll Limitation Program apply to employers

subject to eligible construction/contracting

classifications.

the inspection division conducts on-site physical

inspections of employers’ premises to ensure that

those employers are properly classified.

the support staff in the home office primarily

coordinates the various processes for the field

representatives from both an assignment and report

submission perspective.  in addition to their primary

functions, the office support staff also provides

guidance and assistance regarding manual rule

interpretations and assists in the resolution of

disputes between insureds and their insurance

carriers.  they also provide assistance on issues

referred by the Workers’ compensation Board, the

new york state department of Financial services,

carriers, brokers, accountants, attorneys or

policyholders and their representatives.

the Field services department also works closely

with Underwriting services in resolving classification

disputes, as an inspection or special audit is often nec-

essary to determine proper classification code(s) for

an insured’s business, be it the classification of the

business or the individual classification of the

employees.

audit

those employers who are physically audited

under the Premium Verification Program are

selected on a purely random basis by the rating

Board. the Board auditor conducts the audit by a

thorough review of all elements of an insured’s final

premium billing.  this review is necessary in order

to determine the accuracy of an insurance carrier’s

premium charges to its insureds. the audit will

examine all premium calculation methodologies

used by carriers to determine an insured’s final

premium. this examination consists of physical

audits, policyholder statements, estimated or

waived audits, telephone audits and electronic data

interface audits. all industries except for those that

are purely clerical in nature, or under Federal Laws,

are reviewed under this program.

Board auditors will also review the classification

of the business, the number of employees and their

duties (including executive officers, sole

proprietors, partners or members of LLc’s, if

coverage is elected), all reported payrolls, the status

of subcontractors, advisories regarding alleged

independent contractors, experience modifications,

merit ratings and all other premium charges.  the

auditors, and the review staff, will also examine

whether the correct Loss cost and Loss cost

multipliers have been used by the insurance

carriers.

a Board auditor will also be assigned to requests

to perform an audit in an attempt to assist in

resolving disputes between insureds and insurance

carriers. this may involve a review of the payroll

allocation of each employee to the appropriate

classification, a review of sales figures to determine

the proper classification of an insured’s operations

or the assignment of an inspection to resolve the

dispute.
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the following chart summarizes the results of the

Board’s premium audit verifications for the most recent

three-year period:

the rating Board completed a total of 4.1% more

audits in 2011 (3,087) than in 2010 (2,966).  this

compares to an increase of 23.7% in audits completed

in 2010 (2,966) versus that in 2009 (2,398). this slight

increase in 2011 reflects a stabilizing and reasonable

level of performance based upon current field auditor

staffing levels.  in previous year(s), reduced staffing

levels, along with a different weekly auditor quota were

the reasons for fewer audits completed.  there has also

been a declining trend in the actual audit error ratio,

although the decline is smaller when compared to

recent years.  specifically, in 2011 the decrease in the

audit error ratio from 2010 was only .8%, while the

decrease in the prior year was 11.2%.  this reflects a

stabilizing decline while also illustrating a positive trend

in the ratio errors over the last few years.

the primary reasons for carrier errors are:

1) differences in remuneration and/or the allocation of

payroll; 2) misclassification of the employer or

employee(s); and 3) other causes. the following chart

illustrates these breakdowns for the most recent

three-year period:

year
audits 

Performed

audit errors

identified

audit error

ratio 

2011 3,087 1,093 35.4%

2010 2,966 1,060 35.7%

2009 2,398 965 40.2%

type of audit difference 2009 2010 2011

Payroll/Remuneration 67.7% 61.3% 58.5%

Classification (Risk or Employee) 19.4% 24.5% 26.6%

Other Causes 12.9% 14.2% 14.9%

the net premium difference between the

rating Board’s premium and the carrier’s

premium for the past three years is shown in the

chart below:

the appropriate carrier is notified of all results

once premium verifications are finalized. the

carrier then has thirty (30) days to review the

rating Board audit results and either correct the

policy premium bill or notify the rating Board of

its disagreement.  should a carrier fail to notify

the Board in either instance, a fine could result

under the criticism Fining Program.

the audit division also distributes both

quarterly and annual Premium Verification

Performance reports to carriers. this information

is intended to assist member carriers in their

evaluation of the effectiveness of each method of

their premium billing, such as physical audits,

policyholder statements, estimates, waived

audits, telephone audits, as well as audits

electronically submitted by the insured to the

carrier. the data provided in these reports and the

individual premium verifications are used to assist

carriers in identifying any problems that may exist

in a carrier’s underwriting, payroll audit or billing

departments.

audit results 2009 2010 2011

Board Net

Premium
$24,925,718 $26,242,509 $28,595,028

Carrier Net 

Premium
$25,413,998 $26,052,581 $29,647,945

% Difference

of Board 

Premium to 

Carrier Premium

-1.9 +0.7 -0.2
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insPeCtion

the inspection division conducts on-site physical

inspections of various types of businesses

throughout new york state to ensure that proper

classification(s) were assigned to each employer by

the insurance carrier.  inspections are made on a

predetermined cycle for experience rated employers

(routine) or randomly under the test inspection

Program for non-experience rated employers (test).

occasionally, a special request for an inspection may

be required in order to resolve a classification

dispute between an insured and the carrier in the

event that the rating Board has yet to inspect an

insured’s operations.

completed inspections for the past three (3)

years are shown below and include both scheduled

(routine) and random (test) inspections: 

the test inspection Program was established to

ensure that employers ineligible for experience

rating are properly classified. the number of test

inspections varies from year to year as illustrated by

the fluctuations shown in the chart above.  these

fluctuations result from the strategic decisions made

on how many routine or expedite (scheduled)

inspections are necessary.  For example, in 2011,

fewer routine inspections were performed in order

to target a wider distribution of employers by size

of risk.

rating Board inspectors will also conduct

random, unassigned inspections while traveling in a

particular area of their territory. these are

spontaneously performed when a long distance is

traveled for the inspection of an assigned employer

and there are no other assigned inspections in the

surrounding location. these are known as “inspector

generated” (igW) inspections and may also occur

when the rating Board is conducting an industry

review.  an industry review takes place to evaluate

inspections Performed 2009 2010 2011

Total Inspections 12,359 14,351 14,071

Schedule (Routine) 9,035 13,775 12,222

Random (Test) 3,324 576 1,849

a group of employers in order to determine

whether or not this type of employer or industry

warrants change regarding their classification.

PreMiuM adjustMent PrograM

the Field services department also administers

the new york construction classification Premium

adjustment Program (cPaP) that provides

premium credits to eligible employers in the

construction/contracting industry by recognizing

the inherent wage level differences within this

industry. the total number of new applications

increased from 5,718 in 2010 to 6,423 in 2011.  this

represents an increase of 12.3% from the previous

year. an additional 830 reapplications (submitted

after the original application required recalculating)

were received for premium credit. the total

number of applications processed during the 2011

year was 7,253, an increase of 1.3% over 2010.

in 2011, the rating Board issued credits under

the program resulting in an average credit of 14.6%.

this compares to the average credit of 13.4% issued

in 2010 and 12.1% in 2009.  there were 467

employers who did not meet the cPaP eligibility

requirements and thus did not qualify for a credit.

this compares to 737 employers in 2010 who did

not qualify for a credit.  the primary reason for

ineligibility is due to the fact that the employer did

not meet the experience rating eligibility

requirement or the average hourly wage was less

than the minimum qualifying wage under the

program of $15.50 per hour.

also, in 2011, the rating Board supported and

observed a continued increase in the use of the

“cPaP on-Line” application submittal service,

implemented in 2010.  this web based application

allows insureds to transmit their application data

directly to the rating Board and consequently

receive their credit in a timelier manner.
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FinanCe & adMinistration

oFFiCe serviCes division

the office services division is responsible for

the imaging of policy related documents,

endorsements and cancellations into the Board’s

on-line system (spectrum).  this unit also

processes and distributes mail received and

reproduces and/or distributes all documents and

manuals.

in 2011, the imaging section of this division

processed and imaged 42,937 hard copy

documents with an average of 5 pages per

document.  in 2010, a total of 41,726 hard copy

documents were imaged with an average of 4

pages per document.  the volume in the

number of imaged documents increased by 3%.

the volume in the Board’s incoming mail

decreased to approximately 48,000 items of

correspondence in 2011 compared to 49,000 in

2010.  the outgoing mail increased slightly from

54,175 in 2010 to 58,936 in 2011.

huMan resourCes division

the Board averaged 138 staff members

during the year.  Under the Board’s

salary classification program, 113 annual

performance reviews were conducted and

seventeen employees received grade

promotions.  seventeen employees also

received commendations for being employed

by the Board for 10 years or more.

approximately seventy five percent of the

Board staff has accrued five or more  continuous

years of service.

during the year, eight employees were

awarded the american society of Workers

compensation Professionals (WcP) designation.

one employee passed exam 3F administered by

the casualty actuarial society.  

a director of human resources was added

to the Board’s management team who

established Wellness and education

committees.  the education committee is

developing an educational program to

encourage employees to pursue designations to

further their careers in the insurance industry.

the Wellness committee has implemented a

program to foster an environment geared

towards making healthier lifestyles through

motivation, activity and education resulting in

improved overall well being.  the committee

has hosted sessions on nutrition, physical well

being and financial seminars.  in addition,

weekly yoga sessions, a Weight Watchers

program and a pedometer challenge were

implemented during the year.
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MeMbershiP

The membership of the Board at the end of 2010 and 2011 was as follows: 

2010 2011

STOCk CARRIERS 331 341

NON-STOCk CARRIERS 28 29

STATE INSURANCE FUND 1 1

RECIPROCAL CARRIER 1 1

totaL 361 372

The following changes in membership have occurred since the last report: 

admissions eFFectiVe

LEADING INSURANCE GROUP INSURANCE CO. LTD. 01/18/11

RLI INSURANCE CO. 01/26/11

MERIDIAN SECURITY INSURANCE CO. 02/01/11

STATE AUTO PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE CO. 02/01/11

STATE AUTOMOBILE MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. 02/01/11

PROCENTURY INSURANCE CO. 02/01/11

NEW YORk MARINE AND GENERAL INSURANCE CO. 02/07/11

COLONIAL AMERICAN CASUALTY AND SURETY CO. 03/03/11

UNITED FARM FAMILY INSURANCE CO. 04/18/11

UTICA NATIONAL INSURANCE CO. OF OHIO 05/01/11

HDI-GERLING AMERICA INSURANCE CO. 05/02/11

STARR INDEMNITY & LIABILITY CO. 09/28/11

ROCkWOOD CASUALTY INSURANCE CO. 09/30/11
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aCCounts oF the rating board

the financial transactions are summarized as follows: 

assessments Levied $14,672,234

membership Fees +      274,188

total assessments $14,946,422

2011 expenses -14,519,421

Unexpended appropriation $      427,001

the unexpended appropriation, which partly reflects income

derived from the Late charge Programs, will be  credited to members

and subscribers upon adjustment of their accounts.  the adjustment

will be combined with the quarterly assessments made after the

2011 written premium reports have been received by the rating

Board. 

resignations eFFectiVe

EAGLE INSURANCE CO. 02/14/11

NEW YORk TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE CO 05/02/11
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name changes eFFectiVe

SUA INSURANCE COMPANY CHANGED TO

CASTLEPOINT NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY

03/28/11

DELOS INSURANCE COMPANY CHANGED TO

IMPERIUM INSURANCE COMPANY

04/04/11



expenses: 2011 2010 2009

Salaries 8,331,097 7,924,199 7,791,047

Contract Services 213,425 132,514 132,218

Personnel Cost 7,014 13,487 31,715

Pensions 1,025,364 1,211,545 1,272,317

F.I.C.A 562,077 540,094 539,705

Employees’ Group Insurance 1,642,958 1,346,724 1,342,029

Employees’ Savings Plan 271,663 248,473 241,527

Statutory W/C & D/B Insurance 39,143 46,684 20,287

Unemployment Insurance Tax 39,591 40,638 34,578

Rent for Space 1,196,176 1,261,956 1,165,000

Electricity 108,793 109,905 121,155

Rent for Machines 151,932 52,762 59,246

Maintenance & Repairs 188,508 1,150,878 422,983

Furniture & Fixtures 59,916 671,850 9,244

Stationery & Supplies 106,002 79,688 77,350

Printing 14,836 18,445 21,879

Telephone 57,224 48,607 58,730

Postage 40,316 35,296 35,893

Travel 271,694 237,924 249,002

Insurance, General 55,622 34,222 32,429

Legal 150,940 280,219 232,338

Rent Tax 15,356 46,261 54,873

System Projects 924,183 1,054,601 897,587

Miscellaneous 478,766 604,786 434,034

total expenses 15,952,596 17,191,761 15,277,166

Less Special Income 1,158,987 1,540,116 1,746,173

assessable expenses 14,793,609 15,651,645 13,530,993

Less Annual Membership Fee 274,188 263,935 262,500

net disbursements 14,519,421 15,387,710 13,268,493

Assessment Ratios .00400* .00428 0.00275

FinanCiaL CoMParison oF exPenses

*2011 Premium Estimated -48-



MEMBERS

&
SuBScRiBERS



- B -

Bancinsure, inc.

Bankers standard insurance company

Berkley national insurance company

Berkley regional insurance company

*Bituminous casualty corporation

*Bituminous Fire & marine insurance company

Blue ridge indemnity company

Blue ridge insurance company

Brotherhood mutual insurance company

- c -

california insurance company

camden Fire insurance association, the

capitol indemnity corporation

carolina casualty insurance company

castlePoint insurance company

castlePoint national insurance company

central mutual insurance company

centre insurance company 

century indemnity company

charter oak Fire insurance company, the

chartis Property casualty company

cherokee insurance company

chubb indemnity insurance company

*church mutual insurance company

cim insurance corporation

cincinnati casualty company, the

cincinnati indemnity company, the

cincinnati insurance company, the

citizens insurance company of america

clarendon national insurance company

clermont insurance company

colonial american casualty and surety company

commerce and industry insurance company

continental casualty company

continental indemnity company

continental insurance company, the

continental Western insurance company

crum & Forster indemnity company

- d -

daimerchrysler insurance company

diamond state insurance company

discover Property & casualty insurance co.

- a -

acadia insurance company

accident Fund general insurance company

accident Fund insurance company of america

accident Fund national insurance company

ace american insurance company

ace Fire Underwriters insurance company

ace indemnity insurance company

ace Property & casualty insurance company

acig insurance company

admiral indemnity company

advantage Workers compensation ins. co.

aioi insurance company of america

aiU insurance company

all america insurance company

alliance national insurance company

allianz global risks Us insurance company

allianz Underwriters insurance company

allied eastern indemnity company

allmerica Financial Benefit insurance company

*american alternative insurance corporation

american automobile insurance company

american casualty company of reading, Pa

american central insurance company

american country insurance company

american economy insurance company

american Fire and casualty company

american Fuji Fire & marine insurance co.

american guarantee and Liability insurance co.

american hardware mutual insurance company

american home assurance company

american insurance company

american Pet insurance company

american safety casualty insurance company

american states insurance company

american zurich insurance company

amerisure insurance company

amerisure mutual insurance company

amgUard insurance company

arch insurance company

argonaut insurance company

argonaut-midwest insurance company

associated indemnity corporation

assurance company of america

athena assurance company

atlantic specialty insurance company

automobile ins.  co. of hartford,  connecticut, the

autoone insurance company

autoone select insurance company

axa insurance company

MeMbers & subsCribers as oF deCeMber 31, 2011

I



MeMbers & subsCribers as oF deCeMber 31, 2011

- e -

eastern advantage assurance company

eastern alliance insurance company

eastguard insurance company

*electric insurance company

empire insurance company

employers compensation insurance company

employers' Fire insurance company, the

employers insurance company of Wausau

*employers' mutual casualty company

employers reinsurance corporation

erie insurance company

erie insurance company of new york

erie insurance Property casualty company

*everest national insurance company

excelsior insurance company

executive risk indemnity inc.

- F -

Fairfield insurance company

Fairmont insurance company

Farm Family casualty insurance company

Farmington casualty company

Federal insurance company

Federated mutual insurance company

*Federated rural electric insurance exchange

Federated service insurance company

Fdm Preferred insurance company, inc.

Fidelity and deposit company of maryland

Fidelity and guaranty insurance company

Fidelity and guaranty ins. Underwriters, inc.

Fire districts insurance company, inc.

Fire districts of new york mutual ins. co., the

Fireman's Fund insurance company

Firemen's insurance co. of Washington, d.c.

First Liberty insurance corporation, the

First national insurance company of america

Flagship city insurance company

Florists’ insurance company

Florists’ mutual insurance company

- g -

gateway insurance company

general casualty company of Wisconsin

general insurance company of america

general star national insurance company

genesis insurance company

global Liberty insurance company of new york

granite state insurance company

graphic arts mutual insurance company

great american alliance insurance company

great american assurance company

great american insurance company

great american insurance company of ny

great divide insurance company

great northern insurance company

great West casualty company

greater new york mutual insurance company

greenwich insurance company

guarantee insurance company

guideone mutual insurance company

- h -

hanover insurance company, the

harco national insurance company

harleysville insurance company

harleysville insurance company of new york

harleysville Preferred insurance company

*harleysville Worcester insurance company

hartford accident and indemnity company

hartford casualty insurance company

hartford Fire insurance company

hartford insurance company of the midwest

hartford Underwriters insurance company

hdi-gerling america insurance company

hereford insurance company

*hermitage insurance company

*highlands insurance company

homeland insurance company of new york

II



MeMbers & subsCribers as oF deCeMber 31, 2011

- i -

illinois national insurance company

imperium insurance company

indemnity insurance co. of north america

*indiana Lumbermens mutual insurance co.

infinity assurance insurance company

insurance company of greater new york

insurance company of north america

insurance company of the state of Pennsylvania

insurance company of the West

interstate indemnity company

- L -

*Lancer insurance company

Leading insurance group insurance co., Ltd.

Liberty insurance corporation

Liberty insurance Underwriters, inc.

Liberty mutual Fire insurance company

Liberty mutual insurance company

Lm general insurance company

Lm insurance corporation

Lm Personal insurance company

Lm Property & casualty insurance company

*Lumbermen’s Underwriting alliance

- m -

main street america assurance company

maine employers’ mutual insurance company

majestic insurance company

manufacturers alliance insurance company

maryland casualty company

massachusetts Bay insurance company

memic indemnity company

mercer insurance company

merchants insurance company of nh

merchants mutual insurance company

merchants Preferred insurance company

meridian security insurance company

mic Property and casualty insurance corp.

michigan millers mutual insurance company

mid-century insurance company

middlesex insurance company

midwest employers casualty company

mitsui sumitomo insurance co. of america

mitsui sumitomo insurance Usa inc.

mount Vernon Fire insurance company

mountain Valley indemnity company

- n -

*national american insurance company

national casualty company

national Fire insurance company of hartford

national grange mutual insurance company

national interstate insurance company

national Liability & Fire insurance company

national surety corporation

national Union Fire ins co. of Pittsburgh, Pa

nationwide agribusiness insurance company

nationwide mutual Fire insurance company

nationwide mutual insurance company

nationwide Property & casualty insurance co.

netherlands insurance company, the

new hampshire insurance company

new Jersey manufacturers insurance co.

new york marine and general insurance co.

niPPonKoa insurance company, Ltd.

norgUard insurance company

*north american elite insurance company

north american specialty insurance company

north Pointe insurance company

north river insurance company, the

northbrook indemnity company

northern assurance company of america, the

northern insurance company of new york

northwestern national casualty company

northwestern national insurance company

*nova casualty company

- o -

oak river insurance company

ohio casualty insurance company

ohio security insurance company

old republic general insurance corporation

*old republic insurance company

oneBeacon america insurance company

oneBeacon insurance company

oneBeacon midwest insurance company

oriska insurance company
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Pacific employers insurance company

Pacific indemnity company

Paramount insurance company

Patriot general insurance company

Peerless indemnity insurance company

Peerless insurance company

Penn-america insurance company

*Penn millers insurance company

Pennsylvania general insurance company

Pennsylvania Lumbermens mutual insurance co.

Pennsylvania manufacturers' association insurance co.

Pennsylvania manufacturers indemnityco.

Pennsylvania national mutual casualty ins. co.

*Petroleum casualty company

Phoenix insurance company

*Platte river insurance company

Praetorian insurance company

Preferred mutual insurance company

Preferred Professional insurance company

Preserver insurance company

*Princeton insurance company

Procentury insurance company

Professional Liability insurance co.  of america (PLica)

Property and casualty insurance co. of hartford

Protective insurance company

Providence Washington insurance company

Public service mutual insurance company

- q -

qBe insurance corporation

- r -

ranger insurance company

*redland insurance company

regent insurance company

republic Franklin insurance company

republic Western insurance company

rLi insurance company

rochdale insurance company

rockwood casualty insurance company

- s -

safeco insurance company of america

safety First insurance company

safety national casualty corp.

samsung Fire & marine insurance co. Ltd.

seaBright insurance company

security national insurance company

selective insurance company of america

selective insurance company of new york

selective insurance company of south carolina

selective Way insurance company

seneca insurance company, inc.

sentinel insurance company, Ltd.

sentry casualty company

sentry insurance, a mutual company

sentry select insurance company

sompo Japan Fire & marine ins. co. of america

sompo Japan insurance company of america

sParta insurance company

st. Paul Fire and marine insurance company

st. Paul guardian insurance company

st. Paul mercury insurance company

st. Paul Protective insurance company

standard Fire insurance company

*star insurance company

starnet insurance company

starr indemnity & Liability company

state auto Property & casualty insurance co.

state automobile mutual insurance co.

*state Farm Fire & casualty company

*state Farm general insurance company

state insurance Fund, the

state national insurance company, inc.

strathmore insurance company

sun insurance office of america, inc.
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t.h.e. insurance company

technology insurance company

tig insurance company

tm casualty insurance company

tnUs insurance company

tokio marine & nichido Fire ins. co. Ltd.

tower insurance company of new york

tower national insurance company

toyota motor insurance company

trans Pacific insurance company

transguard insurance co. of america, inc.

transportation insurance company

travelers casualty insurance co. of america

travelers casualty & surety company

travelers casualty company of connecticut

travelers casualty & surety co. of america

travelers commercial insurance company

travelers indemnity company, the

travelers indemnity company of america, the

travelers indemnity co. of connecticut, the

travelers Property casualty co. of america

**truck insurance exchange

trumbull insurance company

twin city Fire insurance company

- U -

Ulico casualty company

Unigard indemnity company

Unigard insurance company

Unigard security insurance company

Union insurance company

United Farm Family insurance company

United national casualty insurance company

United national specialty insurance company

United states Fidelity & guaranty company

United states Fire insurance company

United states Liability insurance company

*United states specialty insurance company

United Wisconsin insurance company

Universal Underwriters insurance company

Utica mutual insurance company

Utica national assurance company

Utica national insurance company of ohio

Utica national insurance company of texas

- V -

Valley Forge insurance company

Vanliner insurance company

Vigilant insurance company

Virginia surety company, inc.

- W -

Wausau Business insurance company

Wausau general insurance company

Wausau Underwriters insurance company

Wesco insurance company

West american insurance company

Westchester Fire insurance company

Western select insurance company

Westfield insurance company

Westport insurance corporation

Williamsburg national insurance company

Work First casualty company

- x -

xL insurance america, inc.

xL specialty insurance company

- Z -

zenith insurance company

zurich american insurance company

zurich american insurance company of illinois

*subscriber

**reciprocal
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